“Remember, Remember...”

Buy Online Fireworks
There are many ways to liven up a celebration, but nothing beats the excitement and impact
of a well constructed fireworks display. Depending on the occasion and the location, you can
buy fireworks online to suit all of your requirements. Whether you are having a family garden
fireworks display or are looking to put on something a bit more extravagant there are a wide
range of firework shops online than can supply everything you need.
With so many different types and brands of fireworks (Standard Fireworks, Black Cat
Fireworks, Absolute Fireworks) available it may be slightly confusing when trying to find
the perfect fireworks for your display. One hot tip that we recommend is to find an online
fireworks shop that provides videos of their products, this will help you make an educated
decision as to what your display will look like. There are currently dozens of manufacturers to
choose from but not all of them are as concerned about quality as others. In the fireworks
industry it is a known factor that you get what you pay for; the less you pay, the lower the
quality the fireworks will be.
Fireworks can now be found online so there is no need to go down to the local store and
choose from the leftovers or risk what you want to buy being sold out. An online fireworks
shop can give you a wide range of options suitable to your preferences and your budget.
The best thing about ordering fireworks online is that you are not rushed into making any
decisions, you can take your time and browse through the products and buy when you feel
comfortable. So next time you have something to celebrate why not try ordering fireworks
online for yourself and make your party one to remember.

Legal age to buy fireworks
When buying fireworks online you must be over 18 years of age. It is illegal to buy fireworks or
be in possession of fireworks in a public location if you are under the legal age of 18. Buying
fireworks for anybody under the age of 18 is also illegal and in some instances can carry a
prison sentence of up to 6 months.

Delivery of Fireworks
Due to UK firework regulations on the transportation of hazardous goods, outdoor firework
carriage costs have increased quite dramatically. As a way of minimising customer
charges we have taken on a high percentage of these costs. Some companies also have a
minimum spend condition on their websites to justify the shipping costs. When your fireworks
are delivered a signature is normally required by someone over the age of 18. For more
information about specific delivery information you should check the company’s website
which will tell you everything you need to know about costs and minimum spends.
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Fireworks Code
Some points to ensure a safe and fun display:
• Only buy fireworks marked BS 7114
• Don’t drink alcohol if setting off fireworks
• Keep fireworks in a closed box
• Follow the instructions on each firework carefully
• Light them at arm’s length, using a taper and retire immediately
• Stand well back during the display
• Never go back to a lit firework
• Even if it hasn’t gone off, it could still explode
• Never put fireworks in your pocket or throw them
• Always supervise children around fireworks
• Light sparklers one at a time and wear gloves
• Never give sparklers to a child under five
• Keep pets locked indoors
• Don’t let off noisy fireworks after 11pm
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